SUCCESS FEATURE

Be inspired by...

JACK DELOSA

Meet one young entrepreneur who became successful
and wealthy before his 30th birthday.

I

’m a big believer that
talent is overrated,’ says
25-year-old entrepreneur
Jack Delosa who was
recently shortlisted as one of
Australia’s leading under-30
entrepreneurs. Instead, Jack
says success comes down to
something called deliberate
practice and that means ‘hard
work and ongoing learning.’ It
suggests that talent – a natural
aptitude in a particular field –
does exist, but in achieving a
high level of success, talent is
largely irrelevant.
Jack heads The Entourage
(www.the-entourage.com.
au), a company dedicated to
educating and developing
young entrepreneurs. ‘What
we wanted to do with The
Entourage is to provide a
platform in the community for
up and coming entrepreneurs
with either existing businesses,
or for those looking to get
into a business, so they could
connect with people who have
been there and done that and

could learn first hand how they
could start, build and exit high
growth businesses,’ he explains.
Jack believes that the Australian
dream of buying property is an
outdated myth and maintains that
Gen-Ys should be encouraged to
start their own business instead. ‘If
you are a 21-year-old, I would say
‘property is going to weigh you
down. It’s going to be a cash flow
drain and the returns are quite

NOW I MAKE UP
MY OWN MIND
AND SET MY OWN
DIRECTION.

low.’ The fact is that you can
start a business for under $500
these days and that business
may be able to generate
hundreds of thousands of
dollars in a relatively short
period of time. Business is
a much better option, with
lower value of entry and higher
returns than property.’
Having consulted for
brands such as Microsoft and
Virgin, Jack teamed up with
Richard Branson and helped
develop the curriculum for
Richard Branson’s Centre of
Entrepreneurship in South
Africa. ‘That was a hugely
rewarding experience as you
could imagine,’ he says about
the experience, which enabled
him to work with one of the
greats that he admires.
So how does a young Aussie
without a university degree
become a millionaire? ‘It’s
about setting objectives and
where you want to be in a
year’s time, and this goes for
whether you are in business
or whether you are in your
own career or whether you
are at university. In order to
be successful you need to
have a very clear vision and
be almost pig-headed and so
independently minded that you
know exactly where you want
to go and how you’re going to
get there, regardless of what
barriers are going to come up
between here and there,’ Jack
explains.
At the ripe old age of 25, Jack
says he has finally arrived at a
place where he’s neither too
independent and uncoachable
or unbelievably coachable.
‘Now I make up my own mind
and set my own direction;
however, I am still seeking
the advice of advisors and
mentors.’
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